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Absfracf-This paper proposes a novel behavior selection 
mechanism and interactive learning method Cor a synthetic char- 
acter. Synthetic character can decide its behavior by itself based 
on its own internal states (motivation, homeostasis, and emotion), 
and 
both probabilistic and deterministic methods. The probabilistic 
method uses the internal states and external sensor information, 
and the deterministic method which imitates animal’s instinct, 
uses only external sensor information. Both methods are comple- behavior by the synthetic character in consideration of intenlal 
mentary to each other. A user can teach the synthetic character 
a desired behavior by an interactive training method. T~ select a Stam is important because without this, the user may become 
desired behavior among many behaviors, behaviors am bored after repeatedly observing the same behavior for a given 
into analoeous behavior sets. The learnine aleorithm includes the input. 

according to an external input, behaviors according to a user’s 
command, behaviors related to a synthetic character’s survival 
and instinctive behaviors, on the side, when there is 
no special command, the variety of behaviors can be selected 
based on the ~ntemal states and extemal inputs. Here, an 
important thing is how to select various behaviors given 
the same environment. The capability of generating varied 

inlomation. A behavior is selected 

emotiunsl‘parameters hg which the train& elficiency is aNected. 
The perfurmanre of the s>nthetic character, Ritv, develuped mith 
the proposed mechanism at KIT Lab., KAIST is demunstrated 
in a 3D !,irtual morld. 

1. ~t i ’ IKODUCTlOti  

A syntheti; character is an autonomous agent which behavea 
bawd on i t \  own internal states, and can interact with a 
person iii rcal-time [ I ] .  Rezently, ,ynthetii characters haw 
heen heavily studied throughout the world. along with the 
dewlopnienr of rohots and computer trchnologics. Synthctis 
characters can be applied to entertainment rohut and service 
robut 35 well as game, movie, and cducalion 37 a softuare 
agent. That is to SAY. any area. u,hish nceds an autonomous 
funstlon. ail anil isid emotional model. and leming \kill, 
requires a synthetic character 

Stud) of LI s)nthetic charncter can he divided into three 
topics an implementation of anilicial emotional inodel 
121[31[4][5]161. a sludy of  hehavior \election and a sludy of 
leaming and adaptation (71. This paper fucuses on a study 
of  behavior selection and leclming. There haw been many 
atudies on this topis, but niost uf them, based un various 
ethological h)  putheses. proposed and impleinented a behwior 
based nrchilccture in  mhich a hehavior is selecteJ and learned 
by a itiolivatiun Id l lY ) I IO] .  

A method to select a proper hehavior can be categoriled into 
tuu  groups accordtng to 3 shwncter of behavior [ I  I I. First IS 

the behwior u,hiih 113s to bc carried o u t  deterministically. in  
a;a)rJance wi th  an  eyternal tiiput Second i ,  the one \\hieh 
iieeds an input as \I .cII  a internd rtates (cmution. motivation. 
and hotiieo,la,is) to select a behavior. The behaviors of the 
secon3 category are those uliich have to bc performed surely 

An “adaptation” and “learning” ability is also important, 
together with a mechanism of a behavior selection. This paper 
defines learning as a synthetic character’s ability to change 
to perform a proper behavior according to userls command. 
An adaptation is also defined as internal states’ c.hanging 
according to an input and an influence to a behavior selection 
as a result. A synthetic character which imitates an animal 
needs an ability to perform a proper behavior according to 
user’s command, and to adapt to the environment. However, 
problems arise when a user instructs the synthetic character 
on how to respond in a desired manner. If synthetic character 
has so many available behaviors, it is very difficult or even 
impossible for the synthetic character to learn what to do. It 
may require a prohibitive amount of time to teach what to do 
among many available behaviors. 

This paper proposes a novel mechanism of behavior se- 
lection. A deterministic and a probabilistic behavior selection 
method are used in the proposed behavior selection mech- 
anism. Both methods are complementary to each other, so 
these guarantee a behavior which will be surely canied out, 
and make a synthetic character be able to perform various 
behaviors. This paper also proposes a novel mechanism of 
learning and adaptation for a synthetic character. To select 
a desired behavior among many behaviors, behaviors are 
grouped into analogous behavior sets. The learning algorithm 
includes the emotional parameters by which the training effi- 
ciency is affected. The performance of the synthetic character, 
Rity, developed with the proposed mechanism at RIT L,ab., 
KAIST is demonstrated in a 3D virtual world. 

Section 2 describes the proposed behavior selection mech- 
anism, and Section 3 presents a new learning method. The 
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performance of the synthetic character, Rity is shown in 
Section 4, and the result will be presented in Section 5.  Finally, 
in Section 6 concluding remarks follows. 

where n is a number of behaviors, Gemp is the temporal voting 
vector, DM and DH are weights connecting the motivation and 
the homeostasis to behaviors. 

Various masking is carried out to the temporal voting vector. 
Thus far, only internal status values have been considered 11. BEHAVIOR SELECTION 

The behavior system is composed of the ‘behavior selector,’ 
which chooses a behavior probabilistically, and the ‘inherent 
behavior logic,’ which chooses a behavior deterministically. 

RODablliSliC o m  

Fig. 1. The behavior selection mechanism 

A. Behavior selector 

Behavior selector is used to chooses a proper behavior, using 
synthetic character’s internal states: the motivation vector 
M ,  and the homeostasis vector H .  The internal states are 
characterized by the symbol vector of which values are based 
on the external sensor information, which are vision, auditory, 
IR, touch sensors. When there is no special command, various 
behaviors can be selected from this behavior selector. The 
behavior selection is done probabilistically based on voting 
values. The algorithm is described as follows: 

I )  Determine ’voting vector’ V using M and H .  
2) Adjust V considering other factors. 
3) Calculate a behavior’s probability, P(b),  using V .  
4) Select a proper behavior b from P(b). 
Initially, the synthetic character determines the voting vec- 

tor. The voting vector is calculated from the motivation and 
the homeostasis as follows: 

when determining the voting vector. As a result, the synthetic 
character may behave oddly. For the purpose of considering 
internal states and external information, a process called 
masking is performed. For example, three kinds of masking are 
implemented to the temporal voting vector in our realization. 
These three kinds of masking are ‘masking for attention,’ 
‘masking for voice command,’ and ‘masking for emotion.’ 
For example, if the creature does not see the ball, ‘masking 
for attention’ is carried out. As a result, behaviors related to 
the ball are masked out and they are not carried ont. In a 
similar way, if the creature’s dominant emotion is ‘sadness,’ 
behaviors connected with ‘happiness’ are masked out. Thus 
the masking process prevents the character from carrying out 
unusual behaviors. 

A attention masking matrix Q f ( s i )  is obtained by the 
attention symbol, si. Each attention symbol si has its own 
making value and the matrix is  defined as follows: 

where n is a number of behaviors, s. is the focused symbol. 
In the same way, other masking matrices (voice command, 
and emotion) are calculated. Considering these three masking 
matrices, the behavior selector obtains a final voting vector as 
follows: 

(3) 
VT =V~, ,Qf(~)Q“(c)$e(e)  

=[UIr UZ, ’ ’ . , Un] 
where Qf,  &“, and &‘ are the masking matrices for the 
attention, the voice command, and the emotion, respectively. 

T Finally, the probability of carrying out a behavior is calculated 
from the voting values as follows: 

v,,,, = ( M ~ D ~  + H ~ D ~ )  
=[Vtempl, Vtempz, . . . , Vtemp,] 

(4) 
Ui 

p(b i )  = - 
with 5 ( a k )  

k = l  
dMii d ~ 1 2  ... d u i ,  

d n m  d ~ z 2  

where b; is the ith behavior, U;  is the ith behavior’s voting 
value, p(b;)  is the selection probability of the behavior b;. 

B. Inherent Behavior Logic 
Even if a behavior is selected by both internal states 

dH11 d ~ 1 2  ’ ”  d H i n  and external sensor information, there are still some limits 
on providing a synthetic character with natural behaviors. 
‘Inherent behavior logic’ makes up for the weak points in the 
behavior selector. This process imitates an animal’s instinct. 
For instance, as soon as an the obstacle like a wall or a cliff is 

[ d ~ 2 ;  dn22 ,,, 1 d H j 1  dHjn 

D H  = 
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found, the inherent behavior logic makes the character react to 
this situation immediately. Since this logic uses only external 
sensory information directly, its decision making speed is 
faster than that of the ‘behavior selector.’ This deterministic 
inherent behavior logic and the probabilistic behavior selec- 
tor are complementary to each other for realizing a natural 
behavior. 

If the synthetic character is used for a service purpose, this 
part will play an important part, because a service robot must 
follow users commands without considering internal states. 

C. Swiiching Behavior 
When there is no special command, a behavior is selected 

in the behavior selector. As mentioned previously, this can 
make the synthetic character do various behaviors. If there 
is a special command for a specific behavior, the inherent 
behavior logic fixes the behavior to be carried out. These 
two probabilistic and deterministic methods are constructed 
as ii subsumption architecture. A behavior selected by the 
deterministic method can suppress a behavior chosen by 
the probabilistic method, like Figure 1. In other words, the 
deterministic behavior selection has a higher priority than the 
probabilistic behavior selection. 

111. LEARNING A N D  ADAPTATION 

A .  Learning 

The interaction between a user and the synthetic character is 
an attractive learning method. The character’s leaming ability 
makes the interactions between humans and the character a 
sustainable relationship. For example, the synthetic character 
that learns through human interactions is very appealing to 
human beings, if it can reflect upon its past experiences. 
Through this interactive leaming, it is characterized to look 
like a unique being. This learning can be considered as 
adjusting weighting parameters between inputs and internal 
logic. 

Fig. 2. The Learning Mechanism 

In this architecture, however, there are tens of behaviors. 
Thus, the leaming process requires lot of time and it may 
be difficult to expect desired behaviors from the synthetic 
character. To solve this problem, analogous behaviors are 
grouped into a set. For instance, the set ‘SIT’ is composed 

of behaviors such ‘as sit, crouch, lie, and so on, similar 
behaviors to ‘sit.’ And the set ‘DANCE’ has dance-with-arms, 
shake-arms, etc. After grouping behaviors to corresponding 
sets, the weighs connecting commands and behavior sets are 
leamed. These connections are shown in Figure 3. If a proper 
behavior is carried out when a certain command is ordered, 
its corresponding weight is strengthened and vice versa. The 
update law is as follows: 

Fig. 3. Weighting connecting commands and behavior 

W;j( t+l)=W,j( t )+pRi 
+C, on rewarding ( 5 )  

4, on penalty 

where Wij is a weight between the ith command and the ,jth 
behavior set, p is an emotion parameter, and R, is a reward or 
penalty. The emotion parameter, p is a value that influences 
the learning process. It means that leaming efficiency is good 
when the artificial creature is happy, or bad when unhappy. 
As a result, the emotion parameters control the learning rate. 

Weights between commands and behavior sets were leamed, 
after behaviors had grouped into an analogous behavior :set. 
Now, the relation between a command and each behavior 
must be adjuested. This can be  done by changing the voice- 
command masking explained in Section 11-A. 

where q”(c) is  a masking value, p i s  a behavior number canied 
out previously. So q;(c) means a masking value of a behavior 
carried out just now and qZthers(c) indicates others in the same 
analogous set. And a and p are positive constants. The voice 
masking matrix in eqn. (3) is updated in proportion to W ,  but 
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a behavior done just now, and other behaviors get influenced 
differently by cy and 4. Since oi is bigger than 4, the behavior 
which was performed just now, gets a bigger change of the 
weight than others in the same group. 

Even if the behavior set receives a reward as a result of 
a behavior, the behavior is influenced more than others, in 
the process of adjusting a weight between a command and 
behavior. Therefore, this creates a difference in learning speed. 

In summary, the proposed learning method is described as 
follows: 

Since there are many behaviors to he learned, behaviors 
are categorized into the analogous behavior sets which 
are composed of analogous behaviors. 
When a user commands the synthetic character and it 
carries out a proper behavior, it then receives a reward. 
If not, it receives a penalty. 
A reward or penalty adjusts the weights between the 
command and behavior sets, At this time, the speed of 
adjusting the weights are affected by emotional param- 
eters. 
The voice-command masking matrix is adjusted based 
on the weight of the command and the behavior set. The 
behavior performed previously is affected by a reward 
or a penalty more than others, even though behaviors 
are in  the same analogous set. 

B. Adaptation 

The ‘preference learner’ is the part which teaches the 
character’s likes and dislikes for an object. If w e  give the 
character a reward or a penalty, the connected weight from the 
symbols to internal states is changed accordingly as follows: 

W,(t) + AWT 
W,(t) + AWp 

Wi(t + 1) = 
on rewarding 
on penalty 

(7) 

where Wi(t) is a weight from the symbols to the motivation 
or emotion, Awl is a reward, Awp is a penalty of the Ith 
weight. As the weight vanes, symbols’ influences to internal 
states are modified, and the character’s likes or dislike for an 
object can be changed from interaction with the user. 

Iv. THE SYNTHETIC CHARACTER: RITY 

The proposed behavior selection mechanism and interactive 
leaming method are applied to the synthetic character, ‘Rity.’ 
The proposed character is composed of ‘perception system’, 

TABLE I 
THE INTERNAL STATE SYSTEM 

I Motivation II curiosity. intimacv, boredom, I 11 avoidance. possession, canmol 
Hameastasis 11 fatigue. sleepy. hungry 

Emauon I) happiness. sadness, 
I II anger, fear, neutral I 

‘internal state system,”behavior system, ‘learning system’ and 
‘motor system.’The detailed description is presented in [ l ]  

RIT Lab’s synthetic character, ’Rity,’uses the following 
architecture. Rity has 12 DOFs, 46 symbols and 7 3  behaviors. 
The sampling rate of the computational model is set to 0.1 
sec, but it can be variable from 0.01 sec to 1 sec. 

Pity is implemented in a 3D virtual space as shown in 
Figure 4. OpenCL is used for the implementation. Figure 5 
shows Rity’s emotional expressions according to the dominant 
emotion. Table I shows internal states used for Rity. 

Fig. 4. Implementation of the synlhetic character 

(a) Happiness (b) Sadness (c) Neutral 

(d) Anger (e) Fear 

Fig. 5. RITY’s facial expression 

V. RESULTS 

Figure 6 shows Rity’s behaviors and emotion states when it 
interacts with halls. This shows the synthetic character, which 
uses the proposed behavior selection mechanism, can perform 
its behavior properly. In Figure 6, Rity was initially sad and 
stretched itself (the 43th behavior). When it found OBJECT1 
(ballidO) which Rity liked, Rity became happy. When Rity 
found OBJECT1 at first, it moved hack from the object with 
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Fig. 6.  The behaviors and emotion states 

fear (the 22th behavior). Rity looked for the ball (the 67th 
behavior), Rity approached to the ball (the 64th behavior) 
when i t  found the ball and opened its mouth with happiness 
(the 14th behavior). 

Figure 7 shows that the learning method works well, and 
the synthetic character can learn what to do according to a 
coinmand through interaction with the user. In this experiment 
behaviors, which are related to dancing motion, are grouped 
as follows: 

B D a N c E  ={hurrah, shake-head, 

mouth-open, shake-arms, 

dance.with.orms}. 

the weight between commands and behavior sets. In this 
case. VI, VZ, and V3 were WMOVE.LEFT,MOVE.LEP.T. 
WMOVE.LEFT,MOVE.RIGHT, and WMOVE.LEFT,SIT, ire- 
spectively. A goal of learning was to make VI, from a 'go 
left ' command to 'go left ' behavior, its maximum value (l), 
and to make V2 and V3 its minimum value (0). When Rity 
was happy, the learning executed by 409 samples. There were 
three penalties and six rewards. When Rity was unhappy, i.he 
learning required over 2,000 sampling times and there were 
58 penalties and 33 rewards. These results show that Rity can 
learn a proper behavior among several tens of behaviors by the 
interactive method and Rity's emotion influences the learning 
rate. 

There are 10 analogous behavior sets as follows: 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

B = { B ~ T * N D " P , B ~ , T , B C ~ M E , B S T O P I  
B M O V E ~ F O R W A R D  I B M O V E . B A C K W A ~ D  I 

B n r o v s . ~ ~ r r ,  B M O V E . ~ I O H T ,  
B D A N C E ,  Both.,.). 

where each set contains similar behaviors to be learned to- 
gether. 

The emotion parameter p used a value of 'happiness' 
state and (I was 100, p was 50. When Rity was happy, 
p had a value from 637 to 978 and when unhappy, the 
value was from 0 to 19. Figure 7(c) and 7(d) show 

This paper proposed a novel method of behavior selection 
and its learning method for a synthetic character implemented 
as a software agent in the 3D virtual world. The proposed 
behavior selection method differs from previous approaches 
for behavior selection that make use of a tree structure. 
The combination of a deterministic behavior selection and a 
probabilistic behavior selection was a distinctive characteristic 
of the proposed behavior selection method. A user could also 
teach the character to do a desired behavior by an interacl.ive 
training method. The synthetic character could leam a proper 
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behavior among many behavior pools. The learning process 
was influenced efficiently by the emotion state. 
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